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FIG. 2.

2700 A. The quantum yield amounts to tens of percent
in these bands. The luminescence efficiency varies
insignificantly as the concentration changes from 0. 05
to 2% by weight.

A strong ultraviolet band is observed at 2850 A in the
luminescence of CeF3; it corresponds to an allowed
transition of the Ce ion.

Bands of Nd and Pr impurities at contents no higher
than 10"5*!) are clearly evident in the case of undoped
LaF3.

The deexcitation times for these luminescence bands
were measured. They amounted to no more than 20
nsec (the time-resolution limit of the equipment) for
all Nd luminescence bands in LaF3, no more than 700
nsec for all luminescence bands of Pr in LaF3, and no
more than 20 nsec for CeF3. The equal deexcitation
times for the luminescence bands studied point to the
conclusion that the luminsecence in these bands cor-
responds to transitions that have acommonupperlevel.
The short lifetimes for Nd in LaF3 and for Ce permit
the assumption that the luminescence corresponds to
allowed transitions. The long (0.7 μββΰ) lifetime for
Pr suggests that the luminescence corresponds to tran-
sitions within the 4/ shell.'

The transitions responsible for the luminescence of

Nd and Pr in LaF3 are indicated in Figs. 1 and 2.

Lasing can be expected in the strongest luminescence
•lines of Nd and Pr because, as we have noted, the quan-
tum yields are quite high.2 There is hope for tunable
lasing and ultrashort pulses from the broad luminescence
bands. The shortest possible pulse durations are
1. 5 -10-13 sec for Pr in LaF3 and 10"14 sec for LaF3 :Nd.

The amount of absorption in the proposed lasing lines
is of prime importance for successful lasing. A weak ab-
sorption band is observed in the 2400-2500 A range, in
which one of the Pr luminescence maxima lies. The
strength of this absorption is about the same for all three
crystals, amounting to 1.5 cm'1. This band is due to the
presence of a very small Ce impurity. According to
literature data,3 pure LaF3 is transparent in this region.

The absorption is 10 cm"1 for the 1740 A band of
neodymium, i. e., quite strong. Lowering the ab-
sorption requires further purification of the raw ma-
terial used in growing the crystals. The lasing thresh-
old for Pr is 10 kW for the case of pumping with optical
radiation in the absorption band of the Pr impurity (λ
smaller than 2000 A) at pumped-space dimensions
0.02x0.1x1 cm3. The threshold for the 1740 A Nd
band is 0. 5 MW for a pumped space of the same size.
The actual pumping sources may be VUV lasers, a
pulsed hydrogen lamp, radiation from the plasma focus
of a magnetoplasma compressor, or laser-spark emis-
sion.

There would also be interest in pumping of such lasers
with hard electromagnetic radiation.4 For example,
estimates indicate a possibility of obtaining lasing by
pumping with x-ray synchrotron radiation of a VEPP-
4 storage ring or with γ radiation from a pulsed neu-
tron generator.

Thus, the lasing threshold is already within reach
even for the existing crystals.
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L. I. Gudzenko, I. S. Lakoba, Yu. I. Syts'ko, and
S. I. Yakovlenko. Analysis of the possibility of am-
plifying VUV radiation in a helium plasma. The pos-
sibility of basing a plasma laser1 on the photodissociative
AiY;*u^XiT/*Q(^2HeliS<)) transition of helium dimers
(λ =815 A) is discussed. The analysis is carried through
on the basis of numerical calculations made with a
multi-level self-consistent model of the relaxation of
a dense helium plasma. Cases of pumping with a pulse
of a relativistic electron beam and the afterglow of a

gas breakdown by a laser discharge are investigated.

The physical principles of population-inversion for-
mation in such a medium and the principal relaxation
mechanisms have been discussed in Refs. 1, 2. A
scheme of the relaxation transitions taken into account
by the model is given by Fig. 1. The atomic and
dimeric excited-state populations, the charged-particle
concentrations, and the electron (Tj and gas tempera-
tures are described as functions of time by a complex
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FIG. 1. Diagram of relaxation transitions in helium plasma.
A) conversion of atomic ion; B) three-particle recombination
and stepwise ionization; C) dissociative recombination and
associative ionization; D) transitions between states of dis-
crete spectrum on collisions with plasma electrons; E) spon-
taneous photodissociative transition; F) colllsional associa-
tion of excited atoms with unexcited atoms; G) Penning pro-
cesses; H) pumping.

system of essentially nonlinear ordinary differential
equations (a total of 14 equations). It has been found
practically impossible to solve it by traditional com-
putational methods because of the need to use an un-
realistically small step (to insure the necessary ac-
curacy) owing to the distribution over several orders
of magnitude of the characteristic times of the pro-
cesses taking place in the plasma. These difficulties
were overcome by using Gaer's algorithm.3 The gas
density Ν and the "pump frequency" ν were specified
as the basic parameters. In electron-beam pumping,
i K s e c " 1 ) ^ ^ · 10l8;(A/cm2)a(cm2), where j is the cur-
rent density and <t{V) is the cross section for inelastic
interactions of the beam electrons (V is their energy)
with atoms of the gas.

Data on the photoionization cross sections σρΜ of the
excited dimers at the frequency of the working laser
transition, which are needed to take absorption into
account, are not yet available. We used values of avbi

obtained for the HeJ molecule by extrapolating the cor-
responding experimental values for the He* atom. The
results of extrapolation agree with the quasiclassical
estimate of σρΜ according to Kramers.

In the case of beam pumping, the calculations per-
mitted detailed analysis of the dynamics of the plasma
parameters and the amplification coefficient Υ , as well
as qualitative investigation of the relation between them.
The results confirm the basic conclusions of the ear-
lier 1 · 2 qualitative theory of lasing using excimers. In
the ranges Ν = 3 · 1019 to 3 · 1021 cm"3 and ν = 103 - 105

sec*1, the plasma becomes supercooled as soon as Tt

reaches a quasistationary value. The maximum •κ™* of
the amplification factor for the ΗβΛΑ*%1~ He2X

1D;tran-
sition is always reached under nonequilibrium recom-
bination conditions. Figure 2 shows plots of v.a"x

FIG. 2. Maximum value of amplification factor vs. pump par-
ameters (electron-beam source).

TABLE I

w. cm"3

10"
10"

3 1 0 "
3· 10"
3-10"

10·
10·
10·

3-10·
10·

««, (0). cm"3

1 0 "
10»

3-10"
10»

3 1 0 "

W. k>/cm3

8-10"
8-10ls

2.4-10"
8 10"

2.4-10»

«•!•

cm-1

0.1
0.6
0.35
0.9
2.5

against Ν and ν (gas without impurities, current-pulse
duration 12 nsec). Calculations indicate that values

10"2 cm'1, which are sufficient for self-excitation,
can be obtained at the technically feasible pump para-
meters N~3 · 1021 cm"3 and ;~ 105 A/cm2 (V~ 1 MeV);
the impurity content in the helium must not exceed
φ ΙΟ"6.

In contrast to the electron beam, the energy of laser
radiation can be concentrated in a very small volume
and be introduced into the medium much more rapidly.
The table gives results of model estimates and cal-
culations of K m e for the case of breakdown of a gas
by an ultrashort (~ 10"11 sec) flash of light focused in
a cylindrical region ~ 10 cm long and ~ 10*2 cm in di-
ameter. Here Ne(Q) is the initial electron concentration
and W is the specific power input. The resulting re-
quirements for the laser pumping source do not appear
too difficult.

The material of the paper has been published.4
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